
 

Despite being so popular amongst most, few know the origins of Hip Hop. 

Hip Hop began as a movement and grew to become a culture, with its own distinct language, 

fashion and values. This is a brief look at how it all got started. 

 

The Founding Fathers 

 

A Jamaican DJ, Clive Campbell also known as DJ Kool Herc is credited as „the father of the 

art form‟. Kool Herc would play at the block parties in South Bronx, NY and would mix 

samples of existing records with his own shouts to the crowd. This practice of „sampling‟ is 

still very popular among music producers in Hip Hop today. In a way, it can be said that Hip 

Hop gave already existing records new life. A lot of the DJ‟s used old jazz and soul records 

from their mothers, fathers, etc. mixed and scratched over them to create their own beats.  

Another of the founding fathers of Hip Hop, DJ Afrika Bambaataa of the Hip Hop collective, 

Zulu Nation, outlined the four elements of the art and what it is, is a whole of these: Rap, 

DeeJaying, Break-dance and Graffiti writing (Chang 2007).  

 

Rap 

This is spoken over the accompaniment of mixed music.  There are different kinds of rap: 

political rap, rap accompanied by jazz, alternative rap and more. The most popular of them 

being gangster rap, which is received with mixed reactions from the public as it describes the 

close proximity between rappers and the criminal lifestyle. 

 

DeeJaying 

Unlike with electronic music, the dj creates their own music live by mixing records, 

scratching and improvising. 

 

Graffiti 

This is mostly drawn or written illegally on public property. The purposes of its artists are 

usually for artistic expression, marking gang territories, and public protest against social 

issues 

 

Breakdancing 

This is a sort of acrobatic dance, very significant to the foundation of Hip Hop. The dance 

involves sharp, short movements combined with flowing and wave-like motion, with 

complex floor acrobatics structured on balance techniques, and spinning on body parts like 



the head, shoulders, hands etc. It was most popular in the 80‟s with break dancers being 

found at street corners and city squares. 

 

Besides the four main elements of Hip Hop, it is agreed by many that beat-boxing is the 5
th

 

element of Hip Hop. This is the art of making beats and music using the mouth. The name is 

taken from the name of the first drum machines. Doug E Fresh is widely accepted as the 

pioneer of beat-boxing. However in recent years, beat-boxing has phased out. 

 

THE INFLUENCES ON HIP HOP 
 

Hip Hop is not an altogether brand new art form. It has been heavily influenced by a lot of 

other art forms. Most Hip Hop records sample existing records from soul, jazz and blues. 

 
James Brown 
His music influenced a lot of aspects of Hip Hop, from his dancing, call and response, his 

musical feel, influence on break beats or funk drumming. 

 
Funk Drumming 
The break beats from jazz and soul artists created the beats that shaped Hip Hop beats into 

what they are today 

 
James Brown Good Foot 
James Brown‟s movements influenced the dance styles in Hip Hop 
 

African Dance 
The roots of Hip Hop are in its bloodlines. In a lot of African dance you can see the 

movements and the similarities to b-boying 
 

Gangster Influence 

In all aspects of the culture, there is an element of gangster influence. In most cases, Hip Hop 

heads (followers of Hip Hop) were gang members. A lot of the Hip Hop groups were also 

originally gangs. Afrika Bambaataa turned his gang, Black Spades into one of the biggest Hip 

Hop collectives in history, Zulu Nation. 

 

 

The Pioneer Groups 
Hip Hop emerged around the mid-70‟s. It is generally accepted that it originated in the 

Bronx, NY with DJ Kool Herc credited as the „Father of Hip Hop‟. Apart from Kool Herc, 

DJ‟s like GrandMaster Flash invented different techniques on the mix board. GrandMaster 

Flash later linked up with a group of other Hip Hop artists and called themselves „Furious 

Five‟ with hits like “The Roof Is on Fire” 

 

Run D.M.C 



Perhaps the most influential group was Run D.M.C, with Joseph Simmons as Run and Daryl 

McDaniels as D.M.C. The combination of the two and Jam Master J created several hits and 

paved the way for a lot of other artists. Run‟s brother, Russell Simmons went on to co-find 

Def Jam, probably the biggest record company in Hip Hop. 

 

N.W.A 

Another group that paved way and influenced a lot of artists after them is .N.W.A, which 

stood for Niggas With Attitude. Comprising Dr Dre, Ice Cube, Eazy-E, Arabian Prince, the 

D.O.C and DJ Yella. They were notorious for their brashness and their lyrics glorifying 

gangster life, which gained them both widespread popularity and criticism in the mainstream 

media which was at the time predominantly white. After about four years the group split. The 

biggest names to have come out of the group are Ice Cube and Dr Dre. Easy-E contracted 

AIDS and passed away in 1995. 

 

 

The Feuds 
Hip Hop has always been a highly competitive game. Emcees earn accolades by verbally 

attacking their peers. Not only are rap battles highly entertaining, they have also produced 

some of the best songs in Hip Hop 

 

Ice Cube vs. N.W.A 

N.W.A was the first gangster rap group to attain mainstream success and they made a lot of 

money from it. However, Ice Cube felt he wasn‟t getting a fair share of the profits and left the 

group. Shortly after he released a diss track, “No Vaseline” to which N.W.A responded with 

“Real Niggas” 

 

Tupac vs. Notorious B.I.G 

Like some of the other famous rappers that feud, Tupac and Notorious B.I.G had been good 

friends before their infamous feud. Theirs is today considered one of the biggest feuds in the 

history of Hip Hop with some of the biggest diss tracks like “Hit Em Up”, “Against All 

Odds” and “Who Shot Ya” and some other subliminal disses in other songs. 

 

Foxy Brown vs. Lil Kim 

No one except people close to them really knows what their dispute was about, but interviews 

with their close friends and family have revealed that even at the time they were friends, they 

had been highly competitive. Some say it was a small misunderstanding that escalated until 

too much damage had been done for them to ever be friends again 

 

Nas vs. Jay Z 

This highly publicized feud began back in ‟96 when Nas turned down an invitation to appear 

on Jay Z‟s debut album “Reasonable Doubt”.  Although there was thick tension between the 

two, an official diss track was only released in 2001. Jay Z released “Takeover” and Nas 

responded with “Ether”. Jay Z then released “Supa Ugly” in which he alludes to an ongoing 



affair with Carmen Bryant, the mother of Nas‟ daughter and also alleges that Bryant also had 

a relationship with Allen Iverson. Jay Z‟s own mother made him apologise to Nas and his 

family for the song. A poll on Hip Hop radio station Hot 97 revealed “Ether” edged out Jay 

Z‟s “Supa Ugly” 52% to 48%, although several insiders have reported the margin of victory 

was much larger. 

 

 

Hip Hop has, and continues to influence culture. In actual sense, it is a culture on its own. 

With its own fashion, own language, its own values and beliefs. Its influence transcends race 

and social status. Most of the rappers come from poor backgrounds and the struggles they 

narrate in their songs make young people feel like they can relate, but also gives them hope 

that someday, they‟ll also be successful like their favourite rapper who‟s been through the 

same things they‟re going through. However it has also been criticised for having a negative 

influence on the behaviour of young people because of its lyrics glorifying gang life, drugs 

and its sexually charged lyrics and foul language. But there have been times when Hip Hop 

has had a positive message; it has been used as a protest tool against oppressive public policy. 

It has united people of different races and nationalities who would otherwise have had 

nothing in common 
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